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‘Action!’ I heard as I fell off my plinth into a swirling mass of people running 

past in a mad panic. Looking above the crowds, I was amazed to see that all the 

other George Square plinths were empty. What had happened to my statuesque 

world? 

‘What!’ Suddenly, I was grabbed from behind with the shout of ‘what?’ 

Actually my mistake, it was not a question, but a measurement of power. In fact 

I realised it was me, James Watt the steam engineer. It was a fellow statue who 

had startled me, the unusually red looking Field Marshall Colin Campbell, 

otherwise known as Lord Clyde. 

 ‘Quick, James, we are in a battle zone, we have to round up the rest of the 

statues and form a plan of action.’  

 ‘Battle zone! Action! But Colin, I need facts, otherwise this is all a figment of 

our imaginations, just a dream.’  

 ‘James, ever the empirical sceptic, wake up and smell the decay of reality! An 

incredible event has brought us back to life and is terrorising the citizens right 

now.’  

‘Here. Today. Is that possible in Glasgow!’   

‘James, our time has come to save humanity. Over the centuries we have 

discussed so many potential ways of improving society; we are now back in 

business.’ 

Colin, I and the others have debated constantly over the years about the role of 

our specialities. Graham’s science and my engineering solutions were always 

out-numbered by the grand ideals of the royals, politicians, generals and poets. 

But Colin, the action man, is directing everyone: ‘Your majesty’s, Queen 

Victoria and Prince Albert as you are on horses, can you please go scouting. Get 

information. Ride round the square and report back.  



Queen Victoria frowns; ‘silly General, you have hurt my intelligence, you can’t 

round a square’.  

Prince Albert, always able to salve her prickly intelligence, squares her circle 

and soothes her annoyance at being ordered about by a retired general: ‘Come 

Queen of my heart, dramatic times call for sacrifices of grandeur – be another 

Boudica fighting injustice - let us take this opportunity to show noblesse oblige 

in heroic action: That we are the saviours of the people. It will be like riding to 

hounds again!’  

Her reply was a little suggestive; ‘but if I do what this jumped up General wants 

Albert, I expect to be royally rewarded. My dear Albert, after all it’s been 

sometime since you have amused me.’  

 ‘But of course my darling highness, it is always a pleasure to amuse you, to the 

hilt’. Off they charged, shouting ‘Tally Ho’: A grand if somewhat theatrical pair 

of lovebirds.  

The poets were also keenly adopting melodramatic postures, and complaining 

bitterly at being pushed around by the military. Colin tactically encouraged the 

Byronic idea of poetic glory; ‘poets are the true liberators of mankind’. 

 In the case of the politicians: GOM - the Grand Old Man was a nickname of 

William Gladstone a Liberal Prime Minister – had made an immediate bond 

with the Cenotaph lions. Was it something to do with his tree felling pastime? 

Was he a political lion? Or, was his empathy with the lions a consequence of his 

long chats with David Livingstone, who had survived a lion attack. 

The others politicians Robert Peel and James Oswald were lecturing 

each other on what civilised values meant: Peel was a Tory Prime Minister and 

founder of the Police force, which was for him, was the basis of a civilised 

society. On the other hand James Oswald MP, a reforming Whig politician had 

campaigned for a fairer society based on equal rights for all.   

In this chaos came a firm directive from Colin and Sir John Moore: We had to 

save life. Colin and John had been unusual generals in that they opposed gung-



ho heroics.  Moore died tragically saving the British army on its famous retreat 

to Corunna. A Napoleonic era version of the World War Two evacuation of 

Dunkirk.  

However, back to the rapidly changing events; Victoria and Albert returned 

much to everyone’s surprise, they had found the Duke of Wellington - another 

Tory Prime Minister and a famous General - on his head was the oddest looking 

pointy hat. He had shocking news! 

He reported that ‘contemporary humanity had been attacked by a plague on a 

world scale; human beings had now been contaminated with a highly infectious 

virus, which was turning the human race into living dead monsters, called 

zombies. These zombies had only one ambition; to infect and corrupt all other 

human life.’ Marvellously, that very virus had brought us to life, but what 

would be the consequence for mankind? It reminded me of those tales about the 

undead, or vampires, Gladstone used to try and scare us with, and we just 

dismissed them as marvellous fantasy!  

Graham, the scientist, pleaded that we had to save mankind: ‘We have to find an 

antidote as a matter of the most crucial importance. Get me some zombies; I 

want to carry out tests on them, right now? ‘It’s a matter of life and death for all 

of humanity’ added Colin. He was a most unusual general. The consequence 

was a spirited debate, among the Generals, all Napoleonic war veterans, on 

liberty, war and death and which tactics to adopt. Whilst the three poets each 

claimed to have better imaginative ideas: Walter Scott went into dramatic 

melancholy reciting lines form Marmion ‘oh what a web we weave once we 

practice to deceive’. Thomas Campbell - no relation to Colin – was for calling 

in the Polish freedom fighters. Whilst, Robert Burns was confident that if Cutty 

Sark could be summoned all would be settled in a dramatic chase, with a few 

whisky chasers. The politicians would not agree with each other on principle. It 

was up to Graham and I to order them to confront the problem; to kill or to cure 

that was the question. Graham and I were determined that using our combined 



scientific skills we would to find a serum and a way to save the zombies. ‘If we 

all worked together perhaps we could a cure and save mankind.’ After much 

emotional rhetoric, ifs and buts, humming and ha-in, it was Victoria who 

swayed the politicians and generals by using her royal prerogative;’ we must do 

the harder thing which is to work with Graham and Watt to find a way to cure, 

only then will I be amused’. Wellington then stepped in diplomatically urging 

Victoria to lead another scouting party to catch some zombies for Graham. 

Apart from us the Square was now deserted, but we could hear the awful 

groaning of the zombies getting louder in the distance. Victoria was most 

pleased to lead the party, shouting: ‘Come on boys now’s your chance to prove 

that you’re real men!’ 

While they were gone, the Generals marched around together enjoying the 

return to formation movement. The politicians were practicing their rhetorical 

postures, and the poets were comparing iambic pentameters. Meanwhile, 

Graham and I looked for practical ways to implement our strategy. Thomas took 

bronze tests from us all and analysing data to find out what had happened to us 

and why we were all bright red.  I found that I had the amazing ability to 

transmutate metal; turning perfectly good base metals into useless gold: A 

mysterious process which had defeated alchemists since the time of the Ancient 

Greeks. More usefully, I took the opportunity to experiment with a little idea I 

had about hydrogen gas as an energy source. From which I was able craft, using 

the materials at hand, a steam powered water blaster, and equip each of us with 

smaller hand-held versions. But would hydrogen energy work?   

We heard the horses clattering back before we could see them, each of our 

riders were carrying captured zombies. They were delivered into the hands of 

Graham who with the help of Oswald – to ensure their fair treatment - began the 

mysteries of scientific investigation. However the news was grim. Victoria was 

the bearer of unhappy news, the massed forces of the zombies was now 

approaching us in all directions. 



 We stood aghast as the living dead came into view, they were like a horde of 

locusts so thickly massed they consumed all space before them. Would we also 

fall victim to their fate? Victoria then dramatically called for a charge. She was 

convinced that the sheer terror of horses trampling them would turn the tide and 

force them to flee. Colin disagreed, he knew all about the reckless waste of life 

in cavalry charges from his service in the Crimean war. Victoria was 

unpersuaded, and with Albert and Wellington, equipped with my specially 

crafted hand held water cannons, they rode headlong, like the infamous ‘charge 

of the Light Brigade’, into another valley of death. It was heroic on an epic 

cinematic scale. For a time it did look as they had turned the tide, but the space 

they created was soon filled. The three dashing horsemen disappeared in the 

zombie mass. Last to be seen was Wellington, his odd orange conical hat 

standing out like a beacon of hope, in a world of despair, until it too 

disappeared.  

Thomas Campbell was so moved he burst into poetic declamation parodying 

Tennyson: ‘Zombies to the right of them, zombies to the left of them, zombies 

in front of them, into the jaws of the living dead they rode, theirs but to die 

among the living dead’. 

However, the moment of impending attack was now upon us, so we sprang into 

that most famous of battle formations ‘The Thin Red Line’. Colin adapted his 

famous, and most sobering, battle refrain: ‘there is no retreat from here. You 

statues must stand against the dead where you stand’. However, my hydrogen 

powered steam blaster did marvellous service slowing the advancing horde, but 

as fast as we knocked them out they were replaced. We were doomed.  

To add to the growing chaos, the Generals the politicians and the poets, affected 

by terror, started disagreeing on our tactics. However just as the mutiny was 

about to destroy our hope for a unified plan of action, Graham made a dramatic 

intervention; ‘I have it, of course, it’s obvious, why did I not think of it before, 

the cause of the virus is a red colloid infecting the blood and I have the 



antidote.’ But we were now encircled by the groaning zombie mass, could we 

cure the infected before they killed us.  

Graham worked with me to transform his serum into a gaseous spray.’ I quickly 

fashioned and added a feed canister to the water cannon so we could spray the 

zombies with the serum. Colin then decided to send the lions off to tell any 

others with the details of the antidote, as they were the only ones who could 

have any chance of getting past the zombie hordes. This was also an opportunity 

to get rid of Gladstone, who had been inspiring, he thought, us with quotes from 

his Midlothian speeches. He rode off astride the backs of the lions, dramatically 

swinging his chopper and shouting ‘my gallant comrades we fight for an 

ignoble cause; we fight for the fair treatment of the living dead.’ Peel said 

something cryptic like: ‘he’ll make a proverbial lions dinner of it.’ We were 

now left without our GOM, our Lions, and our horsemen had been swept away, 

the situation was desperate. 

Now, the moment of destiny had arrived. The serum was loaded. I turned up the 

pressure. Moore engaged the serum. It took all of us collaborating to control and 

direct the spray at the zombies.  

Postscript. Like Nelson we departed the stage at the moment of victory. The 

serum returned each of us to their own own reality, us on our plinths, solid 

statues again. The people busily being human. Indeed it is highly amusing that 

our story of that day’s action has made a surreal contribution to cinematic 

history.  It is an apocalyptic tale, finding a cure is surely better than killing.    

James Watt. 

 


